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Established in 1972, Ingram Homes
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“

We had used Bristan’s Cobalt brassware on other
developments and were really happy with the quality
and performance of the taps. We wanted something a bit
different for the 29-home Zu development and approached
Bristan to see what they could offer. Bristan showed us a
preview of the new Frenzy range, which was a few months
away from being launched.

We loved the design at first sight – it was really on trend,
with a curvy industrial design and a high quality chrome
finish. The Frenzy style also complemented the silhouette
ofFactor
our sanitary ware
forProducts
a seamless interior design.
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“We have used various Bristan
products over the years and find
them to be well-made, quality
and price
competitive.
AR products
Cartwright
Homes
Since Brexit, we have been actively
looking to support more British
companies in our specifications, so
this was another reason for us to
choose Bristan on this project.”

“

Ingram Homes’ Managing Director
John Ingram said: “There is no such
Wayne Best
thing as a ‘standard’ Ingram Homes
bathroom;
we like to approach
eachat
Quantity
Surveyor
development with an open mind and
look at what products are on the
market that will give our homes the
wow factor. When we were looking at
options for showers, Bristan’s Artisan
Evo Digital shower just jumped out.”
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